5 Factors that Influence
Builders Risk Insurance Cost

What factors influence the cost of builders risk insurance?
One of the most frequently asked questions construction clients have about builders risk insurance
is how much it costs. Unfortunately, it is nearly impossible to answer that question without understanding
some key details about the risk.
Clients are sometimes surprised to learn how affordable builders risk coverage for new construction and
installation projects can be. That’s because with builders risk insurance, the risk the insurance company assumes
is often low in the early stages of the construction project. Exposure rises over time as the structure reaches
various stages of completion, but costs are amortized over the entire policy term.
Every insurance carrier has its own forms, eligibility guidelines, process of evaluating risks and pricing structure.
When evaluating carriers, it is important to understand how carriers consider various factors.
In general, the cost of builders risk insurance will depend on five key considerations: location, construction type,
project type, optional coverage, and additional fees and taxes. Let’s take a closer look at each of these factors.

1. Location
The biggest factor in determining the cost of a builders risk policy is where the covered construction
project is geographically located. The reason behind this has to do with the amount of risk the insurance
company is assuming by issuing the policy.
Typically, policies for coastal areas will be more expensive than those for inland regions. Similarly,
costs rise for policies covering construction in areas prone to tornados, hailstorms, wildfires and other
types of natural disasters.

2. Project Type
A second factor in builders risk insurance pricing is whether a project can be classified as new construction,
installation or remodeling.
The cost of builders risk coverage for an installation project is often lower than other policies. In part, this reflects
the shorter timeframe needed to complete the project. Of course, factors such as the type and size of installation,
and project complexity will also impact policy cost. Multiple installation jobs issued under one policy can help to
keep premiums in check.
Remodeling projects are typically rated the highest, resulting in more costly premiums. The reason for this is,
typically, the risk for insurance company is greater when there is an existing structure in place. Having said that,
basic remodeling — which doesn’t include major structural changes to the property — should result in lower
policy premiums than major remodeling projects that could involve structural changes, such as moving a
load-bearing wall.
Every insurance carrier has specific guidelines as to the amount of risk they are willing to cover for different types
of construction projects.
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3. Construction Type
The type of construction used also plays a key role in builders risk insurance rates. The higher quality the
construction, the better it can withstand perils and thus may be more favorably rated.
Projects constructed with fire-resistive materials, for example, would likely be rated more favorably. On the
opposite end of the spectrum, wood-frame construction (which is the most common construction type for
residential projects) catches fire very easily. In fact, once a fire begins in wood-frame construction, it’s so quickly
engulfed in flames that it’s often considered a total loss. These projects typically have the least favorable rate of
any construction type.

4. Optional Coverages
Another factor in pricing builders risk insurance includes the type and value of optional coverage the client
chooses to add to their policy and at your counsel.
Optional coverages will differ from carrier to carrier, but common offerings include:
• Earthquake damage
• Flood damage
• Business income and extra expense
• Increased costs due to changes in the project (change orders)
• Material in temporary storage
• Material in transit
• “Green” building material
• Claim preparation expense
• Contract penalties
Ultimately, the client needs to decide which perils they are willing to self-insure and which they want to
include in their builders risk policy.
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5. Additional Fees and Taxes
Finally, there may be additional fees and taxes that could impact the cost of a builders risk policy. Non-admitted
carriers — also often referred to as “surplus lines” or “excess lines” insurers — can add charges including policy
fees and surplus lines taxes.
Admitted carriers are those regulated under state law that contribute to their state’s Guaranty Fund. Those funds
provide protection for policyholders in the event an insurance carrier becomes financial insolvent because of
extreme or catastrophic losses.
Admitted carriers cannot include these extra fees when determining policy premiums. There can be wide
fluctuations in policy premiums from one carrier to another; it’s always important to understand whether the
carrier is admitted or non-admitted, as the risk to policy owners can be substantially higher when they choose a
non-admitted carrier.

Understanding How These Pricing Components Work Together
Agents offering builders risk policies should expect clients to ask about the cost of insurance coverage;
it’s a natural question.
By understanding how these five factors — property’s location, construction type, project type,
optional coverage and additional fees — all combine to influence cost, agents can be better prepared to explain
the complexities of policy pricing to clients, helping tailor coverage to each client’s needs, and their budget.

Contact us today for a Builder's Risk evaluation and quote!
Phone: 407.644.4423 Email: info@jalladinsurance.com
100 E. Sybelia Ave., Suite #375 Maitland, FL, 32751
www.jalladinsurance.com
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